
 
Read BBC Breakfast reporter Tim Muffett’s script for his TV 
package: 
 
This is the BBC script for Tim Muffett’s package, and you can read it in conjunction with 
watching the full report on the School Report website. 
 
Key technical terms: 

• Cue: the introduction that another presenter gives before they hand over to the 
journalist presenting the reporter. 

• Throw: presenter hands over from the studio to a reporter on the scene somewhere. 
• SOT: stands for 'sound on tape.' a short clip of your interviewee usually between 5-15 

seconds. 
• UPSOT: The sound of something other than your interviewee. In this case, the 

students catching bugs, or the use of archive footage. 
• PTC: stands for 'piece to camera' and means that the reporter is standing in front of 

the camera to read his script.  
• VO: stands for 'voice over' and means that the reporter reads his script over the 

pictures. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Cue: (SIAN WILLIAMS) Should schools hold more lessons outside? Our weather might be a 
bit unpredictable but many believe teaching al fresco, whether it's on a field trip or simply in 
an outdoor classroom, improves concentration and makes lessons more interesting. 
 
(BILL TURNBULL) Three charities are today launching a campaign to call for a greater 
emphasis on outdoor learning. Tim Muffett has gone back to school in Suffolk to test out the 
theory. 
 
(THROW - BILL SCREEN) 
 
UPSOT: archive footage 
 
VO: Outdoor teaching first caught on early last century. Health concerns prompted the 
opening of outdoor schools. By the 1940s 155 had sprung up across Britain. But as public 
health improved in the 50s outdoor learning became less fashionable and some say 
expensive and over regulated. 
 
UPSOT: children with animals 
 
These pupils are from Warren Farm Primary school in Birmingham. Today they're at the Ynis 
Hir nature reserve in Ceredigion in Wales. 
 
SOT: Head teacher clip 
 
PTC: Study outside and potentially you’ve got direct access to what it is you’re actually 
studying – plants or wildlife for example. But many believe that coming outside has a broader 
impact on the way children learn, that concentration, listening and communication skills 
improve whatever the subject and that teaching becomes more effective. 
 
UPSOT: Kate Humble with children 
 
VO: And one of today's instructors looks rather familiar. 
 
SOT: Kate Humble clip 
 
VO: Three charities have joined forces. The RSPB, The Field Studies Council and the Wildlife 
and Wetlands Trust. They want outdoor learning to become a priority in all schools. 
 
SOT Andy Simpson, RSPB clip 



 
 
SOT Head teacher clip 
 
VO: That cost was for a residential, one week trip but even shorter school outings can be 
memorable. A bit of outdoor learning and very often children catch the bug. 
 
UPSOT: student catching bug in net. 
 


